The complete sequence of the M RNA of snowshoe hare bunyavirus reveals the presence of internal hydrophobic domains in the viral glycoprotein.
The complete sequence of the viral M RNA of snowshoe hare (SSH) bunyavirus has been determined. The RNA is 4527 nucleotides long (mol wt: 1.5 X 10(6), base composition: 27.5% A, 33.5% U, 17.7% G, 21.3% C), and has 3' and 5' terminal sequences that, depending on how they are arranged, are complementary for some 44 residues. The viral RNA codes in its viral-complementary sequence, for a single primary gene product (the viral glycoprotein) that is comprised of 1441 amino acids (162,391 Da), and is rich in cysteine residues but poor in potential asparagine-linked glycosylation sites. Like the SSH S RNA, the M viral-complementary 5' noncoding region is shorter than the 3' noncoding sequence (61 as opposed to 142 nucleotides). The different functions of the M RNA are discussed in relation to those of the S RNA of SSH virus. No other large open reading frames have been identified in either the viral, or viral-complementary, M RNA sequences. Examination of the sequence of the M gene product reveals the presence of an 18 residue amino terminal hydrophobic sequence (putative signal) and a much longer 32 amino acid carboxy proximal hydrophobic region that is followed by a terminal sequence rich in charged amino acids (12 out of 20 residues). The size and constitution of the carboxy end regions are consistent with a transmembranal and anchor function for the glycoprotein in the viral envelope. In addition to these terminal hydrophobic sequences, a localized internal region of the gene product contains several hydrophobic sequences, 15 to 29 amino acids in length. Their possible role in the morphogenesis of bunyaviruses that occurs in the Golgi cisternae of infected cells is discussed.